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All the record shop exclusives
you need to know about this
October

Beck
'Colors'
Yellow vinyl
(Virgin EMI)

Kelela

Goat
'Fuzzed in Europe'
Green/ black splattered vinyl
(Rocket Recordings)

William Patrick Corgan

Bully

'Take me Apart'
Clear vinyl 2LP
(Warp Records)

'Ogilala'
Pink vinyl
(BMG)

'Losing'
Loser edition LP +
download
(Sub Pop)

Alex Lahey
'I Love You Like a
Brother'
Yellow vinyl
(Dead Oceans)

Visionist
'Value'
Gold 2LP + Zine +
Download
(Big Dada)

Dave Clarke
'Desecration Of Desire'
Red 2LP
(BMG)

Plus there are EVEN MORE exclusives listed for
October on the Record Store Day website here

October release highlights from
LP Records, Glasgow

October is always a mad month for music, acts are touring and big records are
releasing and this month is no different. There are several albums we’ve been
anticipating for AGES that are finally seeing the light of day. I’ve been desperate
for a follow up from Weaves since their debut record last year and catching them
live, they’ve turned around and made a whole nother full length and the singles
are HUGE. The legendary Wolf Parade return with Cry Cry Cry and Ducktails
release Jersey Devil at the start of the month. I’m expecting big things from one of
my favourite bands Destroyer as they return with Ken, another band you have to
catch live. Courtney Barnett & Kurt Vile release their much hyped collab, Lotta
Sea Lice and the incredible St Vincent has already dropped 2 of the best singles
of the year and as always will deliver an AOTY contender in MASSEDUCTION.
For us at LP, there’s one release that takes precedent this month. We opened the
shop the day Julien Baker dropped Sprained Ankle on Bandcamp in 2015 and
fell in love with it, we went out our way to stock it and tell everyone and anyone
about it before she’s deservedly taken off this year. She’s our biggest seller and
someone we’re incredibly grateful to as a shop, her second record Turn Out The
Lights comes at the end of the month and you HAVE to pick it up and please do
endeavor to catch her play live, a truly special talent.

Get to know LP Records...

"I was studying Marketing at Strathclyde University here in Glasgow. I hated it, but I wanted
to work in music and it seemed the most transferrable degree for that that wouldn’t make my
mum raging. After my third year I took a trip to America with the intention of maybe doing
some intern work, meeting some people, getting a foot in the door for something more long
term when I was done with uni, I wanted to do something drastic. After spending some time in
Seattle and Austin I came home to find this old dilapidated unit up for sale in a great spot I
walked past all the time. It needed to be destroyed, forget cleaned. I quit uni and me and my
dad spent 3 months cleaning and fixing and whatever. I’ve always bought vinyl but I’ve never
really been a vinyl nerd, I just love that I get to base my working life around recommending
music, it’s what I do with my free time anyway. I also get to come in every day to likeminded
customers and colleagues and our entire day is based around promoting art. It’s kind of an
intense experience to know that our success in any given week can be based on how good
the art that gets put out on the Friday is and how well we can share it..."

Read the interview with Lorenzo in full
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Remember
1) Everything in the newsletter was correct at the time it was sent. But sometimes things can
change, so double check with your record shop for updates on the releases.
2) Not all shops will have the same titles in. We'd recommend checking in with your local shop in
advance to see if they've got the release you're after in stock. They might be able to order it in for
you, or you may find it in another shop using the store locator above!
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